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America’s bribery-based Republic is the problem, and the only solution is for voters to use the 
“Emergency Clause” in Article V of the U.S. Constitution to ratify the Democracy Amendment,  
with Constitutional Convention ballots downloaded from the BraunforPresident.US website. 

 

The Second Ominous Warning about the 6th Mass Extinction  
of Life on the Earth -- from Thousands of Scientists Worldwide! 

 

A prophetic warning from over 15,000 scientists regarding the Oil & Nuclear Age-induced  
6th mass-extinction event in the Earth’s history -- which is now being exponentially accelerated for the 

financial profits of President Trump. These are Nuremberg-class crimes, but the only constitutional 
path for justice is for voters in 38-states to ratify the Democracy Amendment with wartime-speed. 

 

A January 1, 2018 Press Release from Harry Braun 
CEO of Mesa Wind and senior scientist with the iahe.org, author of the Democracy Amendment  

and 2020 Democratic Presidential Candidate. Please call 770-905-7000 for details.  
 

It’s been 25 years since a majority of the world's living Nobel Laureates signed a warning letter 
about the anthropocentric (i.e. human) destruction of life on the Earth, and now the global scientific 

view of the Earth’s future is even more bleak, given this 6th Mass Extinction includes the Oil & 
Nuclear Age-induced chemical contamination of every man, woman and child worldwide -- 
including the unborn who now soak in a witches brew toxic chemicals from the moment of 
conception. This explains why scientific studies now show that over 90 percent of the sperm in 
young American men are so dysfunctional they are unable to even get to the egg. And if they 
succeed, the resulting child may have profoundly serious life-long costly medical problems, like 
millions of children and families who must now cope with such catastrophic medical disorders. 
        Once in the blood, the oil-based hydrocarbon poisons dissolve the very proteins of life in 
every organism into super-sticky “amyloid” plaques, which are at the heart of a broad spectrum 
of tragic medical disorders, including cancer, Alzheimer’s and Autism. This is due to an 
immutable law in physics called “diffusion,” which occurs every time cream is poured into 
coffee. And the over 100,000 unregulated chemical poisons that now arrive as dust particles in 
the wind and rain, diffuse just as rapidly once they are released into the environment, where 
the poisons are absorbed and concentrated millions of times in all humans and other animals.  
        Apart from the hole in the ozone layer, which has been somewhat stabilized, every one of 
the other major threats identified in 1992, including population growth, has worsened. This 
second warning letter has been signed as the bizarre Trump regime commits Nuremberg-class 
chemical contamination crimes, as Trump ends regulations for the highly-toxic nuclear, coal 
and fracked oil and natural gas sites, which are permanently contaminating America’s aquifers, 
agricultural systems and people -- for drilling sites that typically operate for less than two years. 
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        Less than three million two-megawatt wind-powered hydrogen production systems, 
operating with a capacity factor of 25%, would displace all of the fossil and nuclear fuels now 
used annually in the USA (i.e. 100 quads), and such systems are no more difficult to mass-
produce than the over 17 million new vehicles that are sold in the USA each year. Although as 
Henry Ford demonstrated in the 1920’s, the quickest and least expensive hydrogen, ethanol, 
medicines and automotive plastics that were 10-times stronger than steel, all came from 
cannabis. This is why cannabis had its name changed to an unknown slang word, “marijuana” 
so it could be made illegal in 1937 by oil industry lobbyists as a dangerous “new” drug. The 
scam worked, but the tragic result has been the contamination and destruction of virtually all 
life on the Earth -- including the nanobial proteins that have existed for over 4 billion years. 
       As such, it is critical to end the production of all toxic chemicals with wartime-speed, and 
given zero-carbon emission hydrogen-fueled engines and vehicles have been used since the 
year 1807, no R&D is needed. Thus it is not the internal combustion engine that is the problem 
– it is the fuel. And because the hydrogen technology is in the public domain, the trillions of 
dollars that now goes to multinational oil corporations each year would instead go to the U.S. 
Treasury. Renewable Hydrogen Dollars will then pay for healthcare and educational systems 
for all Americans, while eliminating taxes for the disadvantaged, and helping existing homes 
and office buildings to be modified to grow indoor gardens with simulated sunlight, which will 
operate in spite of the worsening climate change chaos -- while replacing sugar-based “junk” 
foods and “toxic pesticide produce” with ultra-high-quality and highly-nutritious organic food.  
        The primary obstacle standing in the way of the transition to a Solar Hydrogen Cannabis 
Age is the Oil & Nuclear Industrial Corporate Complex and its army of thousands of lobbyists 
who bribe key elected officials of both political parties. And the only constitutional remedy is for 
the majority of registered voters in 38-states to be made aware of the “Emergency Clause” in 
Article V of the U.S. Constitution, which empowers voters in 38 states to bypass the bribery-
based state legislators to ratify the 28-word Democracy Amendment in state Constitutional 
Conventions, with an Article V Constitutional Convention Citizen Ballot that can be downloaded 
in all 50 states from the BraunforPresident.US website, as a verifiable paper ballot – unlike the 
last Russian hacked “selection” of the conman Trump -- who is now destroying America daily.    
        The ratification of the Democracy Amendment will finish America’s Revolution for 
Democracy that was started in 1776 -- except the democratic vision was sidetracked into just 
another Oligarchic bribery-based Republic, like the Republics in Russia, China, Iran and North 
Korea, which are a principal factor that is rapidly making the Earth uninhabitable. And due to 
the exponential nature of the problem, there is very little time left to change course.  
 

    
 

It is important to note that German investigators found that purified water that was placed into 
oil-based plastic bottles is soon highly-contaminated with over 24,000 toxic chemicals, which 
have also poisoned the global oceans since cannabis was made illegal by Andrew Mellon and 
his oil industry lobbyists in 1937.  Indeed, the automotive plastics that Henry Ford was making 
from the resins in the seeds of cannabis plants are both highly-nutritious and completely 
biodegradable. Medical professor Sanjay Gupta’s 2-hour CNN Toxic America documentary 
also verified that every man, woman and child has been heavily contaminated with a mixture of 
over 85,000 chemical poisons generated from the Oil & Nuclear Industrial Corporate Complex. 
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Details on the Second Warning by Scientists are provided below, which were published by the 

American Institute of Biological Sciences and Oxford Academic, in BioScience, Volume 67, 
Issue 12, December 1, 2017, Pages 1026-1028. (https://doi.org/10.1093/biosci/bix125) 

 

 
 

In the second warning letter to the globe, more than 15,000 scientists from 184 countries said 
humans had 'unleashed a mass extinction event, the sixth in roughly 540 million years'  The 
letter, originally written in 1992 argued human impacts on the natural world were likely to lead 
to 'vast human misery' and a planet that was 'irretrievably mutilated'.  But a quarter of a century 
since a majority of the world's living Nobel Laureates united to sign a warning letter about the 
Earth, scientists argued too little was being done.  They pointed out that in the past 25 years: 

 

 The amount of fresh water available per head of population worldwide has reduced by 26%. 

 The number of ocean 'dead zones' - places where little can live because of pollution and 

oxygen starvation - has increased by 75%. 

 Nearly 300 million acres of forest have been lost, mostly to make way for agricultural land. 

 Global carbon emissions and average temperatures have shown significant increases. 

 Human population has risen by 35%. 

 Collectively the number of mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds and fish in the world has 

fallen by 29 per cent.  

The message, posted online, updates an original Warning from the Union of Concerned 
Scientists and around 1,700 signatories delivered in 1992.  Apart from the hole in the ozone 
layer, which has now been stabilized, every one of the major threats identified in 1992 has 
worsened.  Runaway consumption of precious resources by an exploding population remains 
the biggest danger facing humankind, say the scientists.  
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At 8,776 square miles (14,000 square kilometers), this dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico is the 
largest ever measured, according to a study released in August. The darkest red areas 
represent the lowest levels of dissolved water oxygen levels (milligrams per liter).  There has 
also been a rapid decline in the number of children women are having as education levels 
increase and the rate of deforestation in some regions has also slowed. But now it required the 
public to pressure their political leaders to take more decisive action.  
        This could include more nature and marine reserves, tougher laws to stamp out poaching 
and trade in wildlife, better family planning and educational programmers, more vegetarianism 
and less food waste, and massively adopting renewable energy and other 'green' technologies.  
Professor William Ripple at Oregon State University said: 'Some people might be tempted to 
dismiss this evidence and think we are just being alarmist.  “Scientists are in the business of 
analyzing data and looking at the long-term consequences.” 
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In 2015 the Eco Experts has created maps plotting which countries have the most threatened 
mammals. The firm used the World Bank's World Development Indicator for Deforestation and 
biodiversity figures. 

 

 

Data from 2015 shows the UK has five endangered mammals. These are almost exclusively 
marine mammals such as seals and whales that have come under threat from over fishing, 

including the blue whale, the fin whale, the sea whale and the North Atlantic right whale 
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In the US there are 35 endangered species, compared to Canada's 11, including breeds of 
rats, bats and wolves. These include the giant kangaroo rat, the Indiana mycosis bat, the 
black-footed ferret and the hog deer.  He said that those who signed this second warning aren't 
just raising a false alarm. 'They are acknowledging the obvious signs that we are heading 
down an unsustainable path', Ripple said.  'We are hoping that our paper will ignite a wide-
spread public debate about the global environment and climate.'  The article 'World Scientists' 
Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice' notes 25 negative global trends.  
        Runaway consumption of precious resources by an exploding population remains the 
biggest danger facing humans, say experts. These include a 26% reduction in the amount of 
fresh water available per capita, a drop in the harvest of wild-caught fish, despite an increase 
in fishing effort and a 75% increase in the number of ocean dead zones. There has also been 
a loss of 300 million acres of forestland, much of it converted for agricultural uses and a 
collective 29 per cent reduction in the numbers of mammals, reptiles, amphibians, birds and 
fish. There are continuing significant increases in global carbon emissions and average 
temperatures, a 35 per cent rise in human population.  But if there is the will, mankind can 
move the Earth's systems toward sustainability. The authors said: 'To prevent widespread 
misery and catastrophic biodiversity loss, humanity must practice a more environmentally 
sustainable alternative to business as usual. 

 

 
 

By 2030, up to 170 million hectares (420 million acres) of forest (pictured) - equivalent to the 
combined size of Germany, France, Spain and Portugal - may be lost, experts from WWF have 
previously warned. 'This prescription was well articulated by the world's leading scientists 25 years 
ago, but in most respects, we have not heeded their warning.  'Soon it will be too late to shift course 
away from our failing trajectory, and time is running out.  'We must recognize, in our day-to-day lives 
and in our governing institutions, that Earth with all its life is our only home.  'We can make great 
progress for the sake of humanity and the planet on which we depend.'   
 

Details can be found at https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/67/12/1026/4605229 
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& 2020 Democratic Presidential Candidate  

Harry Braun 

   
 

Harry W. Braun is shown in his office above with a Lockheed Martin ocean thermal energy 
conversion (OTEC) hydrogen production system behind him on the left, which is the only solar 
technology that is able to operate 24-hours-a-day, regardless of the weather conditions -- and 
"Windship" hydrogen production systems on the right that were developed by engineering 
professor William Heronemus, who served as the superintendent of shipbuilding for the United 
States Navy. Such systems would provide a vast sanctuary to regenerate the fish and marine 
organisms that are now in the final stages of being driven into extinction, while producing vast 
quantities of pure fresh water and seafood as by-products.  Either one of these solar hydrogen 
production systems could have been mass-produced in the 1800’s, thus the highly-toxic Oil & 
Nuclear Age that is in the final stages of making the Earth uninhabitable was never needed.  
        This is why it has been Braun’s political vision and mission since he first ran for Congress 
against John McCain in 1984, to replace the arms race and the highly-toxic Oil and Nuclear 
Age that has contaminated every man, woman and child worldwide, with a wind and other 
solar-sourced Hydrogen and Cannabis Age that is completely poison-free and inexhaustible in 
the USA by 2020, and worldwide by 2025.  But nothing is going to happen until the Democracy 
Amendment is ratified by the majority of voters in 38-States. Thus ratification is the first priority.  
        The 28-word Democracy Amendment states as follows: “We the people, hereby empower 
the majority of American voters to approve all laws, federal legislation, presidential executive 
orders and judicial decisions that impact the majority of voters.”   
        Once the Democracy Amendment is ratified, America’s dysfunctional two party Oligarchic 
Republic will be replaced with a real Democracy, governed by a “Universal Mind” over 60 
million voters, who will be empowered to make government secrecy and lobbying (i.e. bribery) 
illegal -- as well as the production of toxic chemicals, plastics, foods and products that have 
contaminated America and its people from sea to contaminated sea. The Solar Hydrogen and 
Cannabis Age, which the USA and Civilization was founded upon, can then be reestablished in 
the USA by 2020 and worldwide by 2025.  Details are on the BraunforPresident.US website. 
 

      
 
 

A BMW hydrogen powered engine and storage system; a liquid hydrogen ship; and a Honda-Shell hydrogen 
refueling station that only requires electricity and water, as does every home and office building, which can also be 

integrated with indoor organic food production systems that are shown on the PhoenixProject.net website. 


